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Welcome to the SUMMER edition of Look Up. Once again
both the Tuesday morning and Wednesday afternoon
Magazine Groups have been hard at work writing and
designing this edition.
You don’t have to attend the Look Up sessions to contribute
though - we always welcome your contributions to help
keep the magazine a good read!
We are on the look out for:
Your stories

Your reviews

Your thoughts and musings

Your poems

19

Your artwork and photography

Anything else!

20

Please write into us with your entries via the internal mail
addressed to ‘Look Up magazine, EVOS’ or you can pass
them on to your ward OT/OTA.

Drawing by AM
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EVOS UPDATE
PIGS
At the moment the D.I.Y Group on a Friday afternoon are in the middle of
extending the pig pen so that the pigs can have more room to run around. It
will also make it easier for Harrison because it will give him a lot more room to
move about and it will hopefully stop the pigs from trying to fight through the
fencing. We have already dug the holes and filled in some of the holes with
cement. (The pictures here show the finished pig pen.)

THE GREENHOUSE

POLYTUNNEL

Where there was no heating up at
EVOS a few plants died but most of
the plants survived in the cold. There
are a lot of different plants and
vegetable growing in the green
house at the moment. The
vegetables and the plants take a lot
of work to maintain because they
need to be watered very well and
also need to be planted at a depth.

We weeded the polytunnel first before
we planted the vegetables. We have
planted some of the vegetables in the
polytunnel and some outside by the
pond area and also in the raised bed
next to the pigs. The polytunnel does get
really hot inside in the summer time.
The vegetables in the polytunnel are
tomatoes and cauliflowers. Out by the
pond area we have planted runner
beans, onions, leeks, beetroot and
carrots. In the raised bed we have
planted carrots, beetroot, broad beans,
onions and leeks.

CHICKEN AND GUINEA
FOWL
The only reason why the
guinea fowl are in with the
chickens is because when
the guinea fowl have
babies the babies do not
survive out in the wild.
Because we now don’t
leave food out for the
guinea fowl it means the
ducks have gone away. So
far we have got rid of 90
per cent of the ducks. Ten
ducks was left up at EVOS
and they have not gone
away because we reckon
that they were born and
raised at EVOS.
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SHOCKS, HUMILIATION AND SURPRISES
How to follow an example of the so-called Crazy Gang in 1988?
In ’72, Hereford shocked the Magpies
The North Korean Chollima also shocked the Italian Azzuri in 1966
The Greeks beat Ronaldo’s Portugal on their Portuguese backyard at Euro 2004
The Goons lost to Wrexham in ’92
The Three Lions were humiliated by the Vikings of Iceland in 2016

KNEESWORTH
acKnowledgement
eNcouragement
Engagement
TimE
TruSt
Warmth
Openness
SuppoRt
PosiTivity
Honesty

In ’15, the Bantams beat the Blues
In 2001, Super Caley go ballistic, Celtic are atrocious!
The Senegalese shocked the French in Seoul in ‘02
We are part-timers so, start following the examples of Sutton, Warrington, Kidderminster,
Woking, Canvey Island, Borehamwood, Slough, St Albans and too many little leaguers!
Regardless of our jobs and professions, let’s celebrate!

JO

LJ

STILL?!?!
Still I block out the past and hide the pain
Still I smoke the pipe and want that feeling again
Still I inject heroin in my vein
Still I go high and come down again
Still I just can’t face myself
Still I pass the responsibility to someone else
Still I end up back in jail
Still the judge won’t give me bail
Still I cry myself to sleep at night
Still I take drugs; that I know is not right
Still my best friend is the crack and cocaine pipe
Still my tears I dry when I cry at night
Still my demons I must fight
Still I pass on the responsibility to someone else
Still I just won’t help myself
Still I like to tell my lies
Still deep down it’s myself I despise
Still the CARAT team try to help me
Still I know only Christ can set me free
Still I block out the past and hide the pain
Still I smoke the pipe and inject more poison in my veins
Still I know that I will change
Still I fool myself again
Still the Lord is calling me
Still back to the drugs is where I flee
Still I don’t want to face who I am
Still I put another mamby on the can
Still I sign on and don’t want to work

Still I cry when I see my mum hurt
Still I rob to feed my addiction
Still I have to laugh with my old mates back in prison
Still I don’t want to look at the root cause
Still I use the get out clause
Still I tell myself I’ll be alright
Still I just have that one last pipe
Still the monkey’s on my back
Still I am thin when I used to be fat
Still I know that I will stop
Still I wish that I could turn back the clock
Still I can’t find a vein
Still Christ calls but to no avail
Still my life is being flushed down the drain
Still the rush electrifies me
Still I’ll stop now just this last hit
Still I’m dead now; I’m a silly git
Still now I face the judgement seat of Christ
Still I wish I give to him my life
Still I feel the fear as he looks at me
Still I see the tears in His eyes as I’m found guilty and He sentences me
Still I cry ‘cause there’s no appeal
Still I feel shamed for all my sins have been revealed
Still I know that it’s myself to blame
Still I scream and yell in the unquenchable flames
Still I awake on a drip in a hospital bed
Still I see my mother’s face with tears; that is what she said
Thank God for Jesus, Son I’m glad you’re not dead
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FILM REVIEWS
JUMANJI: WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE

ONLY THE BRAVE

Starring: Dwayne Johnson, Jack
Black, Kevin Hart, Karen Gillan
1hr 54 / Rating 12

Starring: Josh Brolin, Jeff
Bridges, Jennifer Connelly
2hr 9 / Rating 12

Reasonable storyline with good
action and special effects. There
is a humorous side to both
acting and lines. The original
was in some ways better
especially in the storyline,
however, although this one
takes the game from a boardgame to an electronic one, it
has a charm of its own. Best not
to try compare the two.
Worth a watch!
PH

With strong characters, a true
story based on firefighting
teams in America. Slowly builds
up to one fateful forest fire.
Some drug misuse and
bereavement scenes.
The main team is known as
Granite Mountain Hotshots and
the film is mainly based on
them. Well-made but slow
start.

JUSTICE LEAGUE

PH

24 HOURS TO LIVE
Starring: Henry Cavil, Amy
Adams / 1hr 55 / Rating 12

Starring: Ethan Hawke, Liam
Cunningham and Rutgers Hauer
1hr 30 / Rating 15

Batman and Wonder Woman
recruit a team including
Metahumans, Aquaman,
Cyborg, The Flash and
Superman to face an enemy,
though it may be too late to
prevent an assault of
catastrophic proportions. Can
they save the planet? Another
of the genre that has become
very popular. Storyline and
effects not as good as they
could have been.
PH

BRAVEN

Fast paced action film from the
producer of John Wick.
This film has intelligent storyline
although with flashback it can
be difficult to follow at times.
Solid characters and well
directed. Well worth a watch.

PH

EARLY MAN
Starring: Jason Momda, Stephen
Lang
1hr 30 / Rating 15
A man and his elderly father go
to their woodland cabin to close
it for the winter. They find
drugs have been hidden there
and the drug trafficker finds
them. From there on is some
very powerful action, including
the drug trafficker, their family
and the police. Well made and
acted. Cat and mouse action at
its best.
PH
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1hr 25 / Rating PG
Another excellent animation by
Nick Park. Should you enjoy
animation, or not, this one is for
everyone. This is another
history of the beautiful game of
football. The voiceovers are
carried out by many famous
actors and those who are
famous in comedy films and
series. Another one to watch,
should you enjoyed this one, is
The Croods. Available in the
library - very funny, don’t miss
either one. Enjoy.
PH
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MY HOME-TOWN: ST ALBANS
Hello ladies and gentlemen and welcome to St Albans, my
hometown in Hertfordshire!
I arrived there in September 2015 and it is a magnificent city full of
different nationalities, races, religion and political creeds. It has a
historic links with a rich history of the city which spans back to the
Roman times. Prior to St Albans, it is called in Latin Verulamium
which is surrounded by Watling Street.
I always go and attend services, mostly on Fridays when the Roman
Catholic mass held at the magnificent St Albans Cathedral. It is also
where St Alban, the patron saint of the city was executed for his
beliefs during the Roman Era. I also attend the Sunday service plus
services for Easter and Christmas too.

the city’s library too and a coffee at Costa. There is the Alban Arena
where EastEnders stars play at the annual pantomime (namely Jake
Wood whom he played as a pirate in Peter Pan in 2016). There is a
cinema called the Odyssey just hundreds of metres near the city’s
railway station and Verulamium Park where you can run and walk
around! Another place I love to eat at are either at O’Neill’s Irish
Pub where I can have a full Irish breakfast or even steak and chips
and also go to the Slug and Lettuce where I can have a nice drink of
alcohol-free Becks Blue beer or even a pint of Diet Pepsi plus
chicken curry and rice with a poppadum too.
Plus other leisure areas such as the Westminster Lodge Swimming
and Leisure Centre where I swam plus train with my local running
club, the St Albans Striders at the Westminster Lodge athletics track
on Tuesday nights. One of my coaches tailored me to run and

St Albans Cathedral
Another place that I am familiar with is Clarence Park Stadium (just
near St Albans City train station), the home of St Albans City
Football Club which is a National League South (Level 6 of the
English football league pyramid) club. I usually sat at the grandstand
where the footballers come out and play the home match. The
home kit is usually yellow and blue and the star player of the 201718 football season was the son of Paul Merson, Sam Merson. The
nickname of this football club is the Saints and the capacity of
Clarence Park is 5,000 of which 667 are seated.
The features across the city are good shops and restaurants which
include Wagamama, Nando’s, the Waterend Barn pub (owned by JD
Wetherspoon’s), Zizzi and others to name a few. There is a
shopping centre called the Maltings where Wilko’s are plus other
shops such as TK Maxx and Apple Store as well plus you can access

The Maltings shopping centre
prepare for huge races (whether it is at international, national or
local level). On Thursdays (except Eurovision week), I go to
Marlborough Science Academy (on the outskirts of the city centre)
to dance Ceroc – one of the easiest dances I do as well as attending
monthly Saturday dances or in the dancing terms of freestyle. I also
help out sorting the chairs and tables prior to the Ceroc dance
classes and freestyle which makes me feel confident and sociable!
It is close to Central London with two railway stations, one is St
Albans Abbey where you can take a train going to London via
Watford Junction on the London Midland trains and the other is St
Albans City where you can take the train to either the South Coast
or up to East Midlands via Luton Airport with Thameslink trains.

JO

Clarence Park , home of St Albans City FC
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THE BENEFITS TRAP
A lot of people class long-term disability claimants as lazy or
workshy. I’ve even heard it said that the benefits go straight into
the pockets of the drug dealers.
While there is some truth to this for some of us, let’s say someone
wanted to start work again after long term hospitalisation, what
sort of obstacles might they come up against?

 Being too tired from side effects of the medication.

MY MUSIC

 Finding work too stressful and having to have prolonged rest

I like Rihanna because she been my favourite music for a long time.
She’s a Caribbean singer and she’s the same age as me. I love her to
bits. Her best songs are Diamonds, Wild Thoughts (new album),
SOS, Work Work Work and Rude Boy.

periods after and before work.

 Having to either not mention the illness, and risk having their
needs not catered for, or declaring it and suffering from the
associated stigma.

 Losing benefits, only to later lose the job and be starving until
their new claim came through.
Now let’s look at the plus sides of coming off benefits and finding
work:

 Working somewhere can help people regain confidence in
themselves and give them interactions in the community which
otherwise may not occur.

I like Ed Sheeran. He sings A-team and Perfect and Shape Of You
and Castle On The Hill and Thinking Out Loud. I do like James Arthur, songs like Impossible and Say You Won’t Let Go.
Plus I’m into rap. I like Eminem, Biggie Smalls, 2Pac, 50 Cent, Busta
Rhymes, Ludicrous and Nelly.
Music makes me in a cool mood. I am going to be singing Ed
Sheeran songs at Party In The Park on Friday, September 7th. See
you there.
SJ

 More money! Also while you are working you are so busy that
you spend less money.

 Feeling re-integrated to normal society.
 Feeling you are contributing to society.
 Having to maintain structure can help you to force yourself into
being responsible to superiors at work.

JRW

FUNDRAISING UPDATE
The first photo is from Alzheimer’s cupcake day
where £85 was raised by selling cupcakes and
Father’s Day cards. The second photo is of the
donations sent up to Addenbrooke’s, including items
I found at home from when I was studying as a
speech therapist.
On arrival at John Farnham ICU in Addenbrooke’s
the staff were overwhelmed by the volume of
donations. The previous week there had been a
steering group held focusing on improving children’s
visits to see their loved ones in hospital. They said
the timing of the donations could not have been
better.
Staff played with the puppets and wanted to
organise the games into age categories in boxes. It
was a difficult visit for me as it bought back some
difficult memories but it was worth it to see the
enthusiasm of dedicated nursing staff, not only to
their patients but also family and friends.
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THE BIG BLOCKBUSTER KNEESWORTH HOUSE QUIZ
Football
Questions by MD
1. What was the original name of Cambridge United?

12. How many times have Brazil won the World Cup?

2. Who did Wigan Athletic replace in the Football League in 1977?

13. Which Premier League team plays at Turf Moor?

3. Which football league club is nicknamed the Chairboys?

14. In which decade did Newcastle United last win the League title
in the top division?

4. Who were the runners-up in the first season of the Premier
League?
5. What was the name of Bolton Wanderers old football ground
before moving grounds in 1997?
6. What was the name of Middlesbrough’s old ground prior to
moving to the Riverside?

15. Which player scored the winning goal against England in the
2002 World Cup?
16. How many times have Manchester United won the European
Cup/Champions League in total?
17. Which team plays their home games at Craven Cottage?

7. Which football team are nicknamed The Rams?

18. Who is England’s leading all-time scorer?

8. Where did Coventry City play their home games before moving to
the Ricoh Arena?

19. Who holds the record for the highest number of goals scored in
a 38 game Premier league season?

9. What is the current name of the team originally formed from the
Everton Reserves?

20. Name these international football team badges:

10. Which current Premier league team were originally named
Newton Heath?

a)

b)

c)

d)

11. Identify these four football clubs from their badges:
a)

c)

b)

d)

American Sports
1. The Eagles are an (American) football team from which US city?
2. The Jazz are an NBA (basketball) team from which US city?

Tennis

Questions by DJH

1. How many times has Rafael Nadal won the French Open?
2. How many times has Andy Murray won Wimbledon?
3. How many Grand Slam single titles has Serena Williams won?
4. "You cannot be serious?" was the catchphrase of which former
tennis player?
5. In which year was the first Wimbledon held?
6. What is the name of Andy Murray’s brother?
7. How many times has Tim Henman won Wimbledon?
8. Which tennis Grand Slam tournament is the oldest?
9. How old was Boris Becker when he won his first Wimbledon title?
10. How many tournament grass courts has Wimbledon got?

3. The White Sox are baseball team from which US city?
4. Which NBA star recently moved from the Cleveland Cavaliers to
the LA Lakers?
5. Fenway Park is the home of which baseball team?
6. Lambeau Field is the home of which football team?
7. Madison Square Garden is the home of which NBA team?
8. What is the nickname of 1980s/90s basketball star Earvin
Johnson Jr.?
9. In baseball what is the term used to describe the person who
throws the ball at the batter?
10. In ice hockey what is the name given to the equivalent of the
ball?

QUIZ ANSWERS ON PAGE 18
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Animals Chosen by RR
Write the name of the animal in the box
which matches the picture. Choose from the
lists on the right.

DOGS: Boxer / Dalmatian / French Bulldog / Schnauzer / Shih Tzu / Yorkshire Terrier
PRIMATES: Baboon / Chimpanzee / Gorilla / Macaque / Orang-utan / Pygmy Marmoset
FISH: Carp / Cat Fish / Perch / Pike / Salmon / Trout
BIRDS: Bald Eagle / Blackbird / Blue Tit / Mallard / Peregrine Falcon / Toucan
CATS: Cheetah / Jaguar / Leopard / Lion / Panther / Tiger

1.

7.

13.

19.

25.

2.

8.

14.

20.

26.

3.

9.

15.

21.

27.

4.

10.

16.

22.

28

5.

11.

17.

23.

29.

6.

12.

18.

24.

30.
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INTRODUCING DREDD
by LC
JUDGE
ANDERSON
FORETELLS
THE DISASTER
AND RELAYS
TO JUDGE
DREDD

HE IS THE LAW AND YOU
BETTER BELIEVE IT
HE IS THE TOUGHEST OF
THEM ALL

A MAN OF GREAT HONOUR
AND INTEGRITY

JUSTICE CENTRAL

SPEEDSTER UNABLE TO COMPLY.

TO JUDGE DREDD.

REQUIRE MORE

URGENT MESSAGE

DETAIL J.

FROM J. ANDERSON

COLLISION COURSE WITH CHEMICAL
PLANT. 1000 SOULS ABOARD

ANDERSON.

SAYS IMMINENT

PLEASE INFORM

DISASTER AT THE

IF COLLISION HAPPENS A

ACID CHEMICAL

DEADLY ACID TOXIN WILL
BE RELASED INTO THE

PLANT

ATMOSPHERE KILLING

CAN DO.
PROCESSING
NOW

SPEEDSTER’S
CONTROLS ARE
UNRESPONSIVE

DEADLY ACID MOLECULES

HUNDERED OF THOUSANDS.
AT ALL COSTS PREVENT
THIS FROM HAPPENING.
PERMISSION FOR NECESSARY
EVIL.

ON BOARD THE SPEEDSTER

WE’RE NOT SLOWING DOWN. THERE’S
SOMETHING WRONG WITH THE ROBOT.
HE WON’T RESPOND TO COMMANDS
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IT’S THEM OR THOUSANDS
MORE. GOT TO TARGET THE
WHEELS AND BRING IT
DOWN.

HULK
HOGAN

ELEVATION BIKE CANNON,

ARNOLD
SCHWARZENEGGER
BLOCK

ACID PROCESSING PLANT

BLOCK
REDUCE
SPEED
HERE

MINIMAL SWEEP.
I ONLY HAVE ONE CHANCE
TO STOP THIS CATASTROPHE
FROM HAPPENING.

COLLISION COURSE
IMMINENT.
CAN’T STOP IT WITH SELF
HEAL TYRES. GOT TO TRY
THE ENGINE INSTEAD.
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MY KNEESWORTH HOUSE STORY
I have been in hospital on Icknield ward for four years and in October this year it will be five years. Since my time here I have done a lot
of work with the Employment and Vocational Opportunities Service (EVOS) and learnt lot of new skills and made some friends. I have
done a lot of psychology work and I have been on a lot of community trips.
When I got my community leave the first trip I went on was to Tesco, I was with 2:1. This was dropped down to 1:1 and now for a few
month I have been in a group with two others. Places I have been on community trips are: Royston, Cambridge, Letchworth, Stevenage,
Milton Keynes, Cornwall, Hampshire, Norwich, Birmingham and London.
There so many places I want to go and visit but at the moment I like to keep busy with job roles around the hospital.

SONGS OF MY LIFE SONGS OF MY LIFE SONGS OF MY LIFE
Caravan Of Love – The
Housemartins

Song For Whoever – The Beautiful
South

My favourite album is Soup by
The Housemartins. My
favourite song on it is Caravan
Of Love (which is a cover). It
got to number one in 1986.
This song helped me get
through my dad’s passing.

Another favourite song of mine is
Song For Whoever by The Beautiful
South. This song got to number two
in 1989. The Beautiful South was
formed by Paul Heaton, the singer
of The Housemartins. When I first
heard this song, I thought “I’ve got
to hear that again.”

RR

Songs chosen
by DJH

Bus Stop – Graham Gouldman

Telstar – The Tornados

Graham Gouldman wrote Bus Stop
which was first a hit for The Hollies, but
Graham Gouldman’s version is the best
version in my opinion. I did a cover of
this song with some friends.

The Tornados were the first UK
band to have a US number one
with their song Telstar. It is just
music with no words, a classic
tune.

Apache – The Shadows

Never Gonna Give You Up – Rick
Astley

This is a guitar tune – an early
1960s classic. The Shadows
supported Sir Cliff Richard in
his early career. In my opinion
Hank Marvin, the lead guitarist
from the Shadows, is the best
guitarist ever.

This song at the time was number
one in twelve countries around
the world at its peak. It is a classic
1980s song. Rick Astley has a great
voice and is still going strong.

Bohemian Rhapsody – Queen
The song title does not appear in any of
words sang in this song. This song has
been voted the best song ever in different
song lists over the years. Freddy Mercury
died far too young unfortunately. This
song got to number one twice in the UK
charts in 1975 and 1991.

Songs Of Your Life?
If you would like to have the songs that
mean something to you featuring in the
next edition let us know. We will be
happy to type up your work! The Library
is a good place to drop off any pieces
you’d like to see in Look Up.
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TRIP TO NORWICH
I went on a trip to Norwich with Ed (staff) and RR. First we went to Norwich Castle
(see picture). It was £9.50 to get in. We looked around and took photographs. There
was knight’s armour and shields and swords. Also there were stuffed animals like
lions and tigers and stuffed birds like kingfishers and woodpeckers. After we looked
around we went to the shop. I bought some postcards and a badge.
After that we went to the cathedral. We looked around for free and had a member of
the staff of the cathedral show us around. They told us about the olden days and the
monks who lived there and the people who had died and are buried there.
After that we went to Norwich city centre where we had some food (including ice
cream). Then we got the train home which went to Cambridge. Then we changed
from platform 7 to platform 2 to get the train to Royston. Luis picked us up from
Royston station.
SB

DEBATE: WHICH GAMES CONSOLE?
Lots of servicer users have got different games consoles in their
bedrooms which they play. Which one is the best?
PlayStation 2

PlayStation 3

PlayStation 4

Xbox 360

Xbox One

Xbox One S

I am an Xbox man. When I was 16 I got my first Xbox 360 console
and I found it to be better than the PlayStation 2 because there was
a lot of good games to play and also some of the games were good
to play online with other people from across the world. Before you
play online you will need to get a gold membership card and you
also need an email address to set it up.

Now we turn this debate over to MD who will tell us why he thinks
that the PlayStation consoles are the ones to have….
In my opinion there are many reasons to buy the PlayStation 4 over
the Xbox One. Firstly I prefer the look of the PlayStation 4, the slimline looks very sleek, and the Playstation4 Pro looks very sleek too. I
think these models look better than the Xbox One.
When it comes to the controller, and its layout, I much prefer the
PlayStation 4 over the Xbox One. The buttons are much more
intuitively placed for a start, and the controller feels better
balanced, with both joysticks being symmetrical unlike the Xbox
One.

I still have got the Xbox 360 and it still works. I find it enjoyable.
Even though now there are hardly any 360 games left it still good to
play all the old classic games.
The list below are some of my favourite games I like to play and still
play:
Call of Duty
Black Ops

Call of Duty
Black Ops 2

Call of Duty Modern
Warfare 2

Call of Duty

Fifa 16

Fifa 17

My main reason for liking the Xbox 360 is because it has never let
me down.
RR

Finally I prefer the PlayStation 4 games titles compared to the Xbox
One games titles. Firstly there are more games available for the
PlayStation 4, and there are also many games which are exclusive to
the PlayStation 4 which include some of the better titles, so, for me,
being a PlayStation 4 owner gives me a better choice of the best
titles which are available.
Overall, I prefer the PlayStation 4 over the Xbox One for all of the
above reasons, and many more. I have always owned a PlayStation,
and - although I did try Xbox many years ago - I always preferred
the PlayStation, and never stuck with the Xbox. If someone wanted
advice of which to buy it would definitely be the PlayStation 4 over
the Xbox One.
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PS4 REVIEWS By MD
PROJECT CARS 2

Graphics

82%

This is the second game in the Project Cars series. It’s a
driving simulator with the emphasis on it being a
simulator rather than an arcade racing game, and as a
result it is a much more realistic driving experience.

Sound

80%

Gameplay

76%

Overall

78%

The game is very challenging, and is fairly difficult for the
novice but with perseverance and practice the game
come into it’s own and becomes a very decent and
enjoyable driving game.

Release Date: 2017
Developer: Slightly Mad
Studios
Price: £24.99

There are many different modes to race on within the
game, and there are over 60 tracks to race on, all of
which are real life tracks, and over 120 real cars to
choose from, all offering a very realistic racing
experience with each car racing like it would in real life.
Overall Project Cars 2 is a very good game, with good
playability, and good graphics, and is worth a try for any
racing fans.

METAL GEAR SOLID 5
This is the 5th instalment of the long running and highly
successful series of Metal Gear Solid games.
In this latest edition the game is more open world than
previous games, and involves the player taking control of
the title character Snake through a long series of varied
missions.
The gameplay is varied and very easy to get used to. The
story is long and realistic, and offers a good gaming
experience for all users whether you have played
previous Metal Gear Solid games or not.

Graphics

85%

Sound

74%

Gameplay

77%

Overall

79%

Release Date: 2015
Developer: Konami
Price: £18.99

Overall this is a very good game, and will appeal to a
wide variety of gamers.
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RISE OF THE TOMB RAIDER

Graphics

91%

This is the latest in the Tomb Raider series of games
which have being about for the last 20 years.

Sound

76%

Gameplay

77%

Overall

82%

The game sees you playing the role of Lara Croft, a tomb
raider and adventurer in a similar mould to Indiana
Jones. The game involves travelling around various
locations, and entering long lost tombs and sites, and
solving a series of puzzles in order to progress onto the
next section.

Release Date: 2017
Developer: Square Enix
Price: £39.99

The puzzles are of a logical nature, and involve finding
hidden clues to solve them which will in turn open a
gate, or help you to exit the location which you are in, in
some way or form. The game is very challenging, but not
too difficult, although you can change the difficulty level
at the beginning of the game. The locations, and
graphics are excellent, as is the varied gameplay.
Overall this is an excellent game, and by far the best in
the series.

FARCRY 4
Farcry 4 is an adventure game based in the real world in
the present day. This instalment involves running around
a country run by a dictator in the mythical land of Kryat.
Whilst it’s an imaginary country it is very realistically
based on a cross between North Korea and Tibet, and
offers a vast array of different landscapes from
mountain ranges to open plains for the player to
explore. Within the open world of the game there are
missions to conquer which involve over throwing the
rebels which have taken over the country and freeing
the local people, as well as going hunting or fishing at
your own leisure.

Graphics

85%

Sound

76%

Gameplay

84%

Overall

85%

Release Date: 2014
Developer: Ubisoft
Price: £14.99

Graphically the game is good, with the in-game graphics
outdoing the cut scenes for graphical quality, and gives a
very real world feel to the gaming experience. The
playability of this game is very good too, it’s not too easy
or difficult, the game’s publishers have got the difficulty
level and progression just right. Overall Farcry 4 is a very
good game and well worth buying.
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PS4 REVIEWS By MD
DRIVECLUB

Graphics

86%

Driveclub is a fairly old, but very good driving game for
the PlayStation 4.

Sound

77%

Gameplay

84%

The game involves driving around a variety of tracks of
which there are dozens to choose from, in a number of
different cars. There are many cars to choose from, all of
which are real world road cars including Mercedes,
Volkswagens, Fords, and many other road cars.

Overall

82%

Release Date: 2014
Developer: Evolution
Price: £14.99

The driving experience is realistic and very true to life,
but is just the right difficulty, not being too easy or too
hard. Graphically the game is very good for a driving
simulator, even though it’s a fairly old game, the cars
look very realistic, and the tracks and backgrounds are
very good, even better than many of the newer driving
games available.
Overall, Driveclub is a very good driving game, and is
worth the purchasing for any fan of driving games.

FARCRY 5
Farcry 5 is the latest game in the Farcry series of games.
In this game you play yourself as a rookie police
operative tasked with the job of freeing the local
population of a state from the hands of a religious cult
leader who has taken over the area and converted some
of the locals.
The game is set in the modern day era, and is set within
a mythical state named Montana in the U.S.

Graphics

91%

Sound

82%

Gameplay

86%

Overall

87%

Release Date: 2018
Developer: Ubisoft
Price: £49.99

As with the other Farcry games, the play involves
travelling around the local area freeing the locals,
overthrowing the bad guys, and eventually freeing the
state of Montana. There are many ways to complete the
game, which include completing missions which are very
varied, or other ways.
The graphics are excellent, as is the sound, and the
gameplay is set perfectly so that as the game
progressively gets harder it is not too easy or too
difficult. Overall it’s a big improvement on Farcry 4 and
its predecessors, and is well worth buying.
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MORE GAMES REVIEWS
PROJECT CARS 2

NBA 2K18

NHL 18

Another racing car game to play with on the
XBOX One. You can play the variety of cars
like the Le Mans prototypes, the GT and the
touring cars, Formula Fords, Formula
Renaults, Formula 3, Formula 1, IndyCars,
Rally Cross, Go Karts and many more. You
can even select a track like street circuits
such as Long Beach, road courses like
Silverstone and oval circuits including the
famous Daytona Beach or at Indianapolis.
What an exciting game to play and I will give
a big fat 5 rating!

On the front cover is Boston Celtics superstar Kylie
Irving. You can do the franchise mode where you can
create your basketball team of your dreams. Plus
Turkish Airlines Euro League basketball teams to play
with like Serbian club KK Crvena Zvezda, CSKA Moscow
from Russia, Barcelona Lassa from Spain and Israeli
basketball team Maccabi Tel Aviv. Plus you can play the
whole 82-game regular season or even shorter. Plus
best of 7, best of 5, best of 3 or even a single round of
NBA finals mode where you can bring your team or
even your basketball franchise to glory! What an
exciting game of basketball and slam-dunk it!

NHL 18 has few new leagues
including the European
Champions Hockey League and
the SHL (Swedish Hockey
League). New features and
modes appear including 3-on-3
ice hockey and mascots as well.
You can play the NHL 94 controls
or even hybrid controls on your
XBOX. What a good and exciting
game of ice hockey!
JO

MY ASPERGERS ROLLERCOASTER PART DEUX
My plans before moving to the community setting in Hertfordshire
are to visit Royston library to purchase music on my iTunes plus also
go to social media sites.
I watch and follow the major events of 2018 such as 2018 Asian
Games in Indonesia, 2018 European Athletics Championships in
Berlin, Germany, 2018 Ryder Cup in France.
I also want to visit other towns and cities across the so-called
Kneesworth Radius (eg. Stevenage, Royston, Cambridge,
Letchworth and Hitchin) and watch football matches at Royston,
Stevenage, Cambridge United and Histon.
At Kneesworth I do Psychology / Teasworth Café work/ Look Up
magazine work. I keep running and brisk walking in preparations for
the 2020 London Marathon which will be my dream. I will perform
ten Eurovision 2018 entries including Serbia, Azerbaijan and Belarus
at Party in the Park in September. I work on the boards at Orwell
nightly.
In recent times, I did raising awareness for World Autism Awareness
Week; drawings to keep me occupied; watch major events and
current TV series like Britain’s Got Talent; collect 2018 FIFA World
Cup stickers by Panini. I am learning to sing new Eurovision entries
for this year and I keep working at the ARC and Social Club
respectively.
I like to watch major events on TV like: Winter Olympics in
Pyeongchang, Republic of Korea / Commonwealth Games in Gold
Coast, Australia / Masters Golf in Augusta, GA, USA / Eurovision
Song Contest in Lisbon, Portugal / 2018 FIFA World Cup in Russia –

which I am enjoying watching at this stage.
Sometimes in difficult situations, Orwell isn’t autistic friendly but
sometimes it’s settled most of the times. I used coping strategies
like listening to my new silver iPod classic featuring the past and
present Eurovision songs plus other pop tunes from the Now
compilation albums (the latest is Now 100) and, sometimes, I listen
to classical music like Beethoven, play Football Manager, play on
the Xbox One and so on to do a few.
I feel happy nowadays and I am progressing to go and do escorted
community leave provided that I continue with my progress
towards recovery. I am doing well and in recent times, my Mum
regularly visits me plus my family friend, her son and his wife also
visits me too. Plus, I get visits from my so-called pageant sisters too
which they also keep me company and happy too.
In the future, I will continue recovering well, keep me happy and
the following things I would like to do in the future are: attend Miss
England and its regional pageants; attend the Eurovision Song
Contest (like what I did in Norway in 2010); groundhopping across
England – from Non-League to Premier League ranks; watch the
2022 Commonwealth Games in Birmingham.
My dream is to run the streets of London for the prestigious London
Marathon! I also do other local runs.
Thanks for reading!
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An outlook on a service user’s progress, achievements or accolades

What were your symptoms when you came to Kneesworth?

psychologist Amber for challenging behaviour reductions and
art therapy with Alyce respectively.

Challenging and aggressive plus scared and remorseful.

Furthermore, I utilise training around the fields as part of my
goal to run the World Marathon Major, the 2020 London
Marathon in support of the National Autistic Society and other
activities to name a few.

What was your mood like?
Sometimes high (happy and excited), sometimes very low
(angry, stressed and sad).
What were your aggression levels like?
Very high levels of aggression that led me to going to seclusion.
I was getting into fights that had nothing to do with me.

And finally, I talk to my Mum and my friends (mostly from the
pageants) not only on my mobile but on Facebook and email as
well to keep me motivated.

Did you have any troubles adjusting to your new environment?

Do you take medication and how does it help?

I was recently discharged from an autistic hospital then relapse
(again!) due to my personal and financial issues and Orwell was
different because people have different mental health
problems. Orwell was not autistic friendly.

Yes, it helps to reduce my psychosis.

Did you have disagreements or confrontations?
People being noisy that have nothing to do with me can lead me
to causing a lot of trouble.
How did you turn it around?
I recently attend EVOS and OT session with Dylan, Henry, Laura,
Dex, Steve, Craig, Marie and Tom W. They keep me busy like
preparing for my goals to achieve. I love cooking, art, writing,
music, ARC, gym and physical training.

How’s the leave?
Still training across the fields twice a day to run (as mentioned
above).
Do you feel better and stronger now?
A lot. Soon, I hope to be granted more leave to the so-called
Kneesworth Radius – places in Stevenage, Royston and
Cambridge, run to Bassingbourn to train, visit friends and family
in St Albans, Hemel Hempstead or even Watford plus continue
running with the support from the friends from the clubs that I
belong to and even the pageant friends plus attend autism
seminars in London and Birmingham respectively.

I also take part in psychology with the autistic friendly

JO

Football
1. Abbey United
2. Southport
3. Wycombe Wanderers
4. Aston Villa
5. Burnden Park
6. Ayresome Park
7. Derby County
8. Highfield Road
9. Liverpool
10. Manchester United
11. a) Fulham b) Sheffield Wednesday
c) Cardiff City d) Hull City
12. 5
13. Burnley
14. 1920s (1926-27)
15. Ronaldinho
16. 3 (1968, 1999, 2008)
17. Fulham
18. Wayne Rooney

American Sports
1. Philadelphia
2. Utah
3. Chicago
Tennis
1. 11
2. 2
3. 23
4. John McEnroe
5. 1877
6. Jamie Murray
7. 0
8. Wimbledon
9. 17
10. 18
19. Mo Salah
20. a) Colombia b) France
c) Panama d) Australia

Animals
1. Schnauzer
2. Boxer
3. Yorkshire terrier
4. Dalmatian
5. French Bulldog
6. Shih Tzu
7. Baboon
8. Orang-utan
9. Chimpanzee
10. Pygmy Marmoset
11. Gorilla
4. LeBron James
5. Boston Red Sox
6. Green Bay Packers
7. New York Knicks
8. Magic
9. Pitcher
10. Puck
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How many did you score out of 70? ____

THE BIG BLOCKBUSTER KNEESWORTH HOUSE QUIZ ANSWERS
12. Macaque
13. Salmon
14. Carp
15. Pike
16. Trout
17. Cat Fish
18. Perch
19. Mallard
20. Blue Tit
21. Bald Eagle
22. Toucan
23. Peregrine Falcon
24. Blackbird
25. Cheetah
26. Lion
27. Panther
28. Tiger
29. Jaguar
30. Leopard
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QUESTION ME...
This feature explores the interests, personality and the role within
the hospital of a chosen member of staff.

I am not so good at... Admin.

INTRO

If you were Prime Minister for the day, what law would you
implement?

Who are you?

Large fines for taxi drivers who forget they have indicators.

Barrie Smart STR at EVOS.

My biggest fear is?

How long have you been working at Kneesworth House?

Fear itself.

4 years ish.

What saying do you live by?

Briefly, what are your duties at work?

Do unto others as you would have done to you.

I facilitate the Animal care, Gardening, and DIY sessions and look
after the animals’ daily care.

If we were to ask your colleagues to give us three of your best
qualities, what would they say?

ABOUT YOU

Kind, loyal, hard working.

What is your favourite book, and why?

Which actor would play you if your life story was turned into a
film?

Ringworld by Larry Niven. Great concept.

Bill Murray.

What is your favourite film and why?

What has been your most memorable moment working here?

The Blues Brothers. Funny, great music.

Most memorable moments are usually pig escapes, great fun.

What is your favourite meal and why?
Spaghetti Bolognese , boring I know.

NEWCOMERS AT EVOS

What is your favourite word out of the dictionary and why?
Procrastination because why do something now that you can put off
indefinitely.
If you could be an animal what would you be and why?
A hedgehog because they have comedy feet.
Who is the most influential person to you and why?
Harry Kane.. Just because.
What would your super power be, if you could have one for the
day?

Reggie

Teleportation.
If you could go back in time where would you go?
Probably the Middle Ages, to see how rough it was really.
If you were on ‘Come Dine With Me’ what would you cook and
which guests would you invite?
I was invited to go on once but turned it down, really not my thing.
If you were given a place on the Mastermind show, what would be
your specialist subject?
General knowledge.
Finish off these sentences…

Ronnie

I am good at... Pondering the infinite.
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